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State Humanities Programs
The purpose of the Conference agreement is to encourage
and stimulate the development of a Federal-State partnership
in the broad cultural areas of the Humanities, so that this
partnership may be increasingly beneficial to our people in
each State.

The Conferees have taken note of the dramatic

growth of the Federal-State partnership with respect to the
programs of the National Endowment for the Arts, exemplified by
a 15-fold increase in annual State funding for the Arts in ten
years -- from $4 million to $60 million -- and by the development
of more than 1,000 community arts councils.

The Conferees

agreement envisages the development of similar challenges and
opportunities for the Humanities Endowment.
The Chairman of the National Endowment for the Humanities
is directed to help encourage State participation and to work
more closely than in the past with State governments and State
officials, so that the values, particular to the Humanities, can
gain better entrance to the mainstream of our democratic processes
and make a more vital contribution to American life.
The Chairman is urged

to study State needs in the Humanities

with State leaders, so that these needs can bemtt in the broadest
sense, through programs representing the full scope of the
Humanities, and through programs which will be addressed to a
multiplicity and variety of worthwhile projects.

It is the

position of the Conference that the 20% of the total funding allocated
to the States is of deep importance in bringing the values of both
the Arts and the Humanities into local communities and to groups
whose needs may be relatively modest, but who have potentially
great significance.

Berman may say that the Senate urged the Humanities Eniowmemrt to
undertake state programs in just the manner he has been conducting
them -- i.,e .. on 11 public policy issues., 11 He made this allegation
in the private letter he wrote to Brademas and Quie -- ani may
repeat it o He bases it on Congressional. urging to develop
"public programs11 in the Humanities and on a definition addition
for the Hurra.nities (in 1970) which says that they should be
concermd with their relevame to the "current conditions of
national life 0 11
If Berman makes this allegation, you should point out, he
is WRON:J on these counts:

1., In 1967 reauthorization hearings 11 public programs" were discussed.,
They were described as focusing around historical societies, around
media programs., They were err.risioned as including -- aS the
concepts developed - libraries, corrmunity colleges, museums,
university extension services, and historical societies.,
(House report of 1970 -- pre-Perman)

2.,

Initially, in the 1967 hearings, these public programs were
presented as irr10l ving local, regional, and state activities o
In cooperative efforts to broaan the base of the humanities.,

J., In 1968 Senate Report, the language draws a clear parallel
between the success of the State Arts age:r:cies,(even then)
am the contemplated development of similar Humanities programs.,

4..

The definition addition regarding the relevance of the Humanities
was approved in Senate-House conference in 1970 o It was
not in the Senate bill -- it was in the House bill o The
Senate approvedo

5.,

6.,

The relevance of the Humanities is highly important -- but
in no way, did either House seek to limit the application
of this relevame.,
That is a clear distortion of the facts 9 if Perman implies it a
The Congress urged the adoption of "public programs"
so that they would have the broadest possible value 9
and that they would include the broadest spectrum
of the humanities corrrrnurri..ty o

If Berman does make this charge, I recommend you take him
to taskooo
for not knowing his facts
for prese nt.ing a distorted view.,

RESOLUTION ON THE QUALITY OF LIFE IN OUR COUNTIES

WHEREAS, surveys, public demand and increasing private support
and participation indicate that citizen involvement with the arts
is strong and growing; and
WHEREAS, continued growth of the arts in quantitative and
qualitative ways can no longer be sustained by traditional support
resources; and
WHEREAS, the arts are an essential element in providing the
opportunity for quality environment;
NACO URGES THAT:
That counties recognize the arts as an essential service,
equal in importance to other essential ser~ices> and help to
make the arts available to all their citizens>

•

That every county be cnco,rraged to establish a public agency
specifically concerned with the arts,

,..
That the physical appearance of the county, its architectural
heritage and its amenities, be acknowledged as a resource to be
nurtured,
That counties should be encouraged to ~stablish a percentage
of the total costs of every county construction budget to be set
aside for the purchase or commission of works of art,
That counties working together with th~ public at large shall
help to effect a new national goal; nThat no American shall be
deprived of the opportunity to experience
the beauty in life by
barrier of circumstance, income> background, remoteness or race."

Adopted by the National Association of Counties
4lst Annual Conference
Salt Lake City, Utah
June 30, 1976
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Fiscal 1974

Fiscal 1975

Fiscal 1976

Appropriations

$ 60,775,000

$ 74,750,000

$ 82,000,000

Non-federal
funds generated

$ 67,500,000

$

78,400,000

$ 85,000,000

Program

48,000,000

$, 56,400,000

$ 60,400,000

Treasury

19,500,000

$ 22,000,000

$ 24,600,000

l

If Berman

says that State Arts councils

are subject to

politic::i.l change -- an:i flux, you should make these points.
(Note -- he has noted such changes and sometimes resulting
problems in his letter to Bmtdemas and Quie, and
has cited ~~w York, where there has been a change from
Joan Davidson, arrl California, where Gov. Brown
almost cui:tailed the State arts program .. o)
But --

1. Isn 1 t change a strength of our democratic process,
not a weakness?
2 • Does Dr o Berman re OOITY!lend no change in State governments?

Jo

Is he saying he is opposed to the principles of
dem:>cracy?

4.

The point is that N3w York State supports the arts
with more than a..rzy other State governmento This
is the result of hard work an::i arrl a full errtrace
into the democratic process by the Arts?

5.

Does Dr. Berman think that his Council should never
be rotated?
CHANJ-E IS THE REAL STREl'DTH OF DEMOCRACY•
A LACK OF CHANGE MEANS ONE CONTINUil'D AUTHORITY 0 oe
A LACK OF CHANJE IS WHAT EXISTS UNDER A.DISTATORSHIP 0

